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ABSTRACT
The pursuit to achieve a broadly defined optimisation of the manufacturing processes imposes the use of the increasingly innovative machining methods. The increase of the machining efficiency, assuring a high surface quality as well as precision of dimensions and shapes, necessitates the search for new methods to meet the demanding
requirements, apart from the development of materials used for the working parts of tools, wear-resistant coatings
or improvement of the cutting tool point geometry. One of the methods to improve forming by machining is the
optimisation of the machining strategy during the manufacture of the components having complex shapes. The
progress in this field is particularly noticeable along with development of the software for machining on multi-axis
machines. This article presents the results of tests for the impact of machining strategy on passive force, cutting
torque, material removal rate, topography of the obtained surface and the shape of chip resulting from the aluminium alloy milling. The tests were performed by comparison of the classic strategy available in the NXCAM
system to the iMachining technology.
Keywords: passive force, cutting torque, iMachining, milling strategy.

INTRODUCTION
The dynamic development of machines, tool
materials and tool design solutions enabled milling to be the last operation performed in the product forming process, even for the materials after
heat treatment. The numerically controlled machines enable automation of the manufacturing
processes. Much attention is paid to optimise the
machining in a way that should result in obtaining
the best possible surface quality and increasing
the efficiency, which reduces the machining time.
This is related to the selection of appropriate
machining strategy. The most popular are such
machining methods as: HSC associated with the
finishing operations, and HPC intended to maximise the material removal rate. The CAM system
manufacturers offer various types of machining
strategies tailored to the machining methods. In
the case of HPC machining, the general assumptions cover minimisation of idle movements,

maximum use of the tool working point, smoothing of the machining paths, etc. High efficiency of
machining is especially required in the case of the
thin-wall components used in the aviation industry, when sometimes a finished part constitutes
less than 10% of the initial semi-product volume.
The authors of this study [1] analysed the impact of the machining strategy on the accuracy
of dimensions and shape as well as the surface
roughness while milling the thin walls made
of Ti6AI4V titanium alloy. When machining a
1 mm-thick wall, four different machining strategies were tested. It was observed that while applying the strategy that consisted in machining
of the wall in two passes (one per each side of
the wall), vibration occurred, which resulted in
a significant increase of roughness in the upper
part of the wall (on the area being most distant
from the fastening). On the other hand, the optimal approach as regards obtaining the highest
dimensional accuracy was the alternate strategy
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with the smallest machining depth ap = 3 mm used
during the experiment. However, this strategy resulted in the smallest volume efficiency.
The article [2] includes the analysis of the
impact of down milling and up milling on the
surface roughness (Rz parameter) of a 10 mmthick wall made of C45 steel. The mathematical
model was elaborated to consider the engineering parameters of milling that proved to be highly
compliant with the measurement results. On the
basis of the simulation and the experiment, it was
proven that better surface quality was obtained as
a result of down milling.
In the aviation and automotive industry, milling is frequently performed on free surfaces. In
order to obtain a good quality of surfaces, the machining paths of the ball-shaped cutter must be
concentrated. The study [3] includes the analysis
pertaining to the impact of the ball-shaped cutter
angle in relation to the machined surfaces of thin
walls on the accuracy of dimensions and shape.
The angles of 15, 20, 30, 40 and 45 degrees were
selected for the tests. It was proven, both by FEM
simulation (Finite Element Method) and during
the test experiment that the least strain of a 2 mmthick wall was obtained when applying the angles
of 15 and 45 degrees. In the study [4], the new
milling strategy for free surfaces was
proposed to increase the cutting edge durability while milling the hard-to-machine nickelbased alloy (GH4169). Such a strategy consists in
the active control of the ball-shaped cutter working part involvement. The concept anticipated
that the ball-shaped part of the cutter would split
into segments and the angle of the cutter would
change while milling in relation to the workpiece
for the purpose of full use of the working part.
This allowed to increase the tool durability. The
problem with the tool wear is also mentioned in
the study [5], in which the authors investigated
the impact of the microstructure of cutters made
of sintered carbides on the durability while milling the titanium-based Ti6Al4V alloy. It was
proven that the tools having the ultra-fine-grained
structure show the highest durability, especially
crash wear resistance.
The problem with choosing the optimum
strategy for milling a pocket is discussed in the
study [6]. The impact of such factors as cutting
speed, feed per tooth, cutting depth and width on
the machine effects was analysed as well. The parameters were optimised and chosen on the basis
of the Taguchi method. The spiral strategy proved
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to be the best one out of the three strategies for
milling a pocket.
The analysis of the machining strategies during HSM (high speed milling) of forms and dies
is discussed in the publications [7, 8]. The shape
complexity of the elements of this type requires
appropriate machining strategies. It was found
that the manufacturing process by the HSM method should be analysed upon dividing the machining into the following stages: rough machining,
semi-finishing and finishing. The issue of optimization as regards obtaining the best quality and
the milling cutter durability should cover such
aspects as: shape, size and local curvature of the
workpiece, geometry of the milling cutter and engineering parameters of machining.
Machining of rotors or skew gears is one of
most complicated machining processes [9]. It
usually requires 5-axis machines and optimisation of tool paths. The issues related to searching for the tools with the possibly largest diameter for machining the rotors to increase the
machining efficiency are analysed in the publication [10]. In turn, the concept of searching for
the optimum strategy for rotor machining based
on minimum machining force is analysed in the
publication [11].
A popular method of slot milling is trochoidal
milling. This method assumes the use of larger
axial milling depths ap and smaller milling widths
ae. This gives many advantages, such as: better
use of the working part, smaller values of forces
in the radius direction. The authors of the publication [12] analysed the impact of the trochoid
step on such indicators as machining force and
vibration amplitude. The milling speed and the
trochoid lead were proven to have a significant
impact on the machining effects.
The element surface quality after milling is
one of the key factors. Many authors were raising the problem of machining strategy optimisation as regards the surface quality improvement
[13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19].
One of the machining strategies that gains
significant popularity it the iMachining strategy
that is in line with the existing trend for shortening the workpiece milling time. In the publication
[20], the authors analysed the cooling manner impact on the cutting edge durability while milling
the S235JR steel with the iMachining method. It
was observed that the use of traditional method of
cooling by flooding had an adverse impact on the
solid carbide milling cutters.
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In this article, an attempt was made to compare the conventional strategy to the iMachining
strategy as regards process efficiency, chip shape,
surface roughness, passive force and cutting
torque.

METHODOLOGY
Milling was performed on the Avia
VMC800HS vertical machining centre with
the Heidenhain iTNC 530 control system having the maximum rotational speed of spindle
n=24000 rpm and maximum plane motion speed
of 40 m/min.
The workpiece was a 220 x 170 x 65 mm specimen of EN AW 7075 T651aluminium alloy. The
tests were conducted using the FRAISA 10 mmdia. double-bit flycutter (symbol C15520.450)

made of sintered carbides with Celero wear-resistant coating. In order to generate the paths of
the tool machining strategy chosen, the Siemens
NX 10 software with the iMachining overlay of
SolidCam make was applied. Fig. 1 shows the test
stand lay-out.
The changing factors during milling were:
the type of applied machining strategy and the
machining parameters that were adjusted to different values of machining depth ap and width
ae being characteristic for the chosen machining
strategy. The model of a part on which the abovementioned engineering tests were conducted is
presented in Fig. 2.
The first experiment was performed using the
standard strategy. The manufacturer-recommended parameters were applied, i.e. n = 12000 rpm,
vf = 2000 mm/min. The machining depth for a
single path was established for the constant level

Fig. 1. Test stand lay-out

Fig. 2. Model of a part used for the test
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of 2 mm. The parameters were adjusted to the
technical capabilities of the machine and the applied tool.
The second experiment was conducted on the
same semi-product using the iMachining strategy.
In accordance with the characteristics of this strategy, the machining depth of 20 mm was applied
to make use of the entire cutting edge length. The
technology of the applied strategy enables to automatically select the rotational speed of the spindle and its rate of feed owing to the automatic cutting parameter selection creator. Any change of
such parameters is possible through the so-called
machining intensity level, the value of which is
from 1 to 8. As the rate of feed is changing at the
time of machining and its value is adjusted to the
geometry being currently machined, only the input parameters of the tool can be determined, i.e.
n = 12000 rpm, vf = 2000 mm/min. The default
and recommended level of machining intensity
is 3. However, after the machine rigidity analysis
and the initial testing performance, the machining
intensity level was established to be 6.
The whole experiment was carried out using
a cutting fluid.
The passive force and the cutting torque were
measured using the Kistler 9125A rotary force
gauge (Winterthur, Switzerland). In the measurement path, the force gauge was combined with
the 5237A1/A2 actuator and the DAQ 5697A
data acquisition block.
The weight loss was determined using the analytical balance having the accuracy of 0.01 mg.
The surface topography was analysed on the
T8000RC120-400 profilographometer provided

by Hommel–Etamic. The roughness was measured on the pocket bottom, upon previous removal of the wall to enable access of the gauging
point of the head. The schematic diagram of the
experiment is shown in Figure 3.
The following factors were compared during
the tests: machining time of workpiece pocket,
lay patterns, surface roughness, form and shape
of chips, factor of volume occupied by chips,
passive force and cutting torque at the time of
machining.

RESULTS
Figure 4 presents the view of an element
made in accordance with the iMachining strategy.
The pocket-type structures in which a significant
portion of material is removed while machining is
characteristic for the aviation industry.
In order to compare the machining effects, the
objects having the same geometry were made using the conventional strategy, the same machine,
tool and technological tooling.
Impact of technology on machining time
and material removal rate MRR
By analysing the machining times for particular strategies that amounted to 20.52 minutes for the standard strategy and 11.12 min for
the iMachining strategy, it can be stated that
the time saved, in case of the example above, is
approx. 85%.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the experiment
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Fig. 4. View of workpiece after milling

Fig. 5. Comparison of material removal rate MRR

Impact of technology on the surface quality
A significant parameter that determines the
part manufacture is the surface quality, and namely its roughness that is determined by such parameters as: Ra, Rz. In the experiment, the rough
machining was applied, after which the finishing
process often takes place and despite this, for a
significant quantity of part, this is most often the
final machining and the resultant surface quality
remains on the final product. In the conducted experiment, both machining strategies resulted in a
similar surface condition, although iMachining
took significantly less time (Fig. 6). This allows
to state that the machining can be performed in a
more effective manner without significantly impairing the roughness parameters.

Figure 7 shows the surface topography after the applied machining methods. For the
iMachining strategy, not only the signs of the cutting edge feed were visible but also the signs of
subsequent tool passes on the specimen face. In
turn, in the case of the conventional machining,
the signs of subsequent application of the cutting
edge (reflection of the cutting edge feed) were
visible. Upon analysing the surface parameters,
it was found that smaller roughness was obtained
after iMachining (parameters: Sa and Sz).
Figure 8 presents the view of surface roughness profile for the applied strategies. There are
signs of subsequent tool passes visible in the case
of the iMachining strategy.
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Fig. 6. View of part after machining: a) iMachining, b) conventional method

Fig. 7. View of surface topography after machining: a) iMachining strategy, b) conventional strategy

Fig. 8. View of roughness profile after machining: a) iMachining strategy, b) conventional strategy
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Impact of technology on the chip
shape and form
Figure 9a presents the exemplary shapes of
chips resulting from machining the EN AW 7075
T651 aluminium alloy that is milled by means of
Fraisa tools with the iMachining method. There is
a significant difference between the shape of such
chips and the form of chips presented in Figure 9b
that resulted from conventional technology machining. The chips originating from iMachining
have a more repeatable shape and are more twisted. In turn, the chips after conventional machining have the reduced dimensions. The chip shape
depends on many different factors, such as: geometry of the applied cutting tools, type of the
material machined, technological conditions of
machining.
For the chips that originated while machining per two strategies, the chip volume factor kch

was determined, expressed as the ratio of volume
occupied by chips Vch to the volume of the same
weight of solid material Vm:

k "# =

V"#
V&

Figure 10 shows the values of the determined
factor. The factor was 16.5 for the conventional
machining and 35.4 for the iMachining, which
weights in favour of the conventional machining
as regards the intensity of filling the collective
containers with chips in the production plant.
Due to high efficiency and intensity of HSC
and HSM machining, the shape and form of
chips is highly important for their quick evacuation from the machining zone. This is very
crucial for the machining process performance
safety and the applied tool durability. When
milling the closed pocket structures, there is a

Fig. 9. Chip shape resulting from machining by: a) standard technology (ap = 2mm,
n = 12000 obr/min, vf = 2000 mm/min, ae = 7,5 mm), b) iMachining (ap =20 mm, n = 12000 obr/min)

Fig. 10. Comparison of the chip volume factor values
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risk that chips will be trapped in the pockets and
their removal will be rendered difficult. A greater value of the factor of volume occupied by the
chips makes the chip removal from the machining zone, especially from the closed pockets, by
means of liquids or gases, more efficient in the
case of iMachining.
Impact of technology on the machining
force and torque
Certain characteristic zones can be distinguished when machining the pockets in accordance with the iMachining strategy. The
tool paths for particular zones are presented in
Figure 11a, while the corresponding passive
force runs are shown in Figure 11b. Zone A is
the zone of tool penetration to the full machining depth (ap = 20). The characteristic feature
of this zone are the positive values of passive
force. Zone B is the zone of static load of the
tool, which is one of the main assumptions of
the iMachining strategy. Due to the fact that
machining in this zone is performed with the
main cylindrical part of the milling cutter the
cutting edges of which are distributed along the
screw line, the resultant passive force takes the

negative values. Zone C is for machining the
corners. In this zone, the tool contact with the
workpiece is interrupted, which is visible in the
passive force run (visible moments of passive
force return to the 0 value).
Three characteristic zones can also be observed for the machining performed by conventional strategy (Fig. 12). In zone A, the tool
penetrates the material to the screw line. The
characteristic feature of this zone are the positive values of passive force. In zone B, the tool
starts machining at the depth of ap = 2 mm, but
there are sections in this zone in which the tool
paths overlap, which results in the passive force
return to zero. In zone C, the machining at constant value of machining width ae, and thus the
constant force run within the entire zone can be
observed.
The machining of the entire pocket required
removal of material at 10 levels for the assumed
machining depth ap = 2 mm and the pocket depth
of 20 mm. The passive force run for 3 exemplary
levels is presented in Figure 13.
By comparing the absolute values of passive
force for two strategies applied, it can be noticed
that the conventional machining has lower values
of passive force.

Fig. 11. Passive force run during different stages of machining with use of iMachining strategy:
a) view of machining paths in particular zones, b) passive force run
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Fig. 12. Passive force run while machining of one level by conventional strategy:
a) view of machining paths in particular zones, b) passive force run

Fig. 13. Passive force run while milling at 3 machining levels

Figures 14 and 15 show the cutting torque run
respectively for the iMachining strategy (Fig. 14)
and the conventional strategy (Fig. 15). The highest values of cutting torque for the iMachining
strategy (approx. 1.6 Nm) are observed in the zone
B, in which the working part is involved most.
For the conventional strategy, for each machining level, the torque run assumes a similar
nature. The maximum transient value of cutting
torque is approx. 0.8 Nm.

CONCLUSIONS
In this article, two machining strategies applied for the HSM process while milling the ENAW 70705 aluminium alloy were analysed. On
the basis of the conducted experimental tests, the
following conclusions can be drawn:
•• A better use of the working part of a cutting
tool while machining by iMachining strategy
allows increasing the machining efficiency
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Fig. 14. Cutting torque while machining in acc. with iMachining strategy in particular zones

Fig. 15. Cutting torque run while milling at three machining levels in acc. with conventional strategy

••

••

••

••
••

volume by approx. 85% as compared to the
conventional machining.
A slightly lower values of roughness parameters (Sa and Sz) were obtained for the machining performed in acc. with the iMachining
strategy.
During the conventional machining, the obtained values of chip volume factor kch were
halved, which allows to better use the collective containers in the production plant.
A low value of factor kch may cause problems
with evacuation of chips from the machining
zone during the HSM process, especially during the pocket structure machining.
The values of passive force and cutting torque
are lower in the case of the conventional
machining.
Upon analysing the force and cutting torque
run when machining a closed pocket, it is possible to distinguish three characteristic stages
of machining: tool penetration to the full machining depth, machining with constant tool
load and machining of corners.
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